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Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) has been widely used for feature extraction in
face recognition. However, it cannot be used when each object has only one training sam-
ple because the intra-class variations cannot be statistically measured in this case. In this
paper, a novel method is proposed to solve this problem by evaluating the within-class
scatter matrix from the available single training image. By using singular value decompo-
sition (SVD), we decompose the face image into two complementary parts: a smooth gen-
eral appearance image and a difference image. The later is used to approximately evaluate
the within-class scatter matrix and thus the FLDA can be applied to extract the discrimi-
nant face features. Experimental results show that the proposed method is efficient and
it can achieve higher recognition accuracy than many existing schemes.

� 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Face recognition has been extensively studied for many years and it is still attracting much attention because of its big
potential in security, surveillance and human-computer intelligent interaction, etc. A key issue in face recognition is to find
sufficient and discriminative features for face representation. Many approaches have been proposed and subspace analysis
method (SAM) has become one of the most popular methods. SAM seeks for a set of basis vectors according to some criteria
and extracts the features by projecting face images onto the subspace spanned by those basis vectors [1–3].

Principal component analysis (PCA), which tries to find a set of optimal orthogonal bases in the sense of minimum mean
square error, and Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA), which tries to find a set of optimal projection vectors by max-
imizing the ratio between the determinants of the between-class and the within-class scatter matrices of the training sam-
ples, are the two most representative methods in SAM. By first applying PCA to face recognition, Kirby and Sirovich [4] found
that a face image could be reconstructed approximately as a weighted sum of a small collection of basis face images plus a
mean face image. Based on this work, Turk and Pentland [5] developed the well-known Eigenface method. Since then, PCA
has been extensively investigated and many PCA-based algorithms have been developed [6,7]. Although PCA enables suffi-
cient reconstruction, it may not be optimal for classification because its optimality is in the sense of minimum mean square
error [8]. To improve the classification performance, we need to combine further this optimal representation criterion with
some discrimination criterion.

FLDA was proposed to this end and it has become a widely used discriminant criterion in face recognition. FLDA aims to
find a set of projection bases, which could be able to separate the samples of different classes as far as possible and compress
the same class samples as compact as possible. By applying it to face recognition, Belhumeur et al. [9] proposed the well-
known Fisherface algorithm. Similar methods were proposed by Swets et al. [10] and by Etemad et al. [11]. Fisherface meth-
od first employs PCA to obtain a low dimensional space and then implements FLDA to extract the discriminant face features.
. All rights reserved.
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Comparative studies between FLDA and PCA on face recognition were reported independently in [9,10,12], in which FLDA
were reported outperforming PCA significantly.

The drawback of FLDA is that it requires a large size of training samples for good generalization due to the singular prob-
lem of within-class scatter matrix. Usually, the image dimension can be reduced by using PCA before applying FLDA to image
recognition. However, the discarded null space may contain significant discriminant information. Because of this, Tian et al.
[13] proposed to use generalized inverse to solve the singular problem of within-class scatter matrix. Hong et al. [14] added a
small perturbation to the within-class scatter matrix to ensure the non-singularity of within-class scatter matrix. This idea is
intuitive but it is not clear how to set the best perturbation to the within-class scatter matrix. Chen et al. [15] proved that the
null space of the within-class scatter matrix contains the most discriminative information when a small sample size problem
takes place. Yu et al. [16] and Lu et al. [17] proposed, respectively, a direct FLDA (DFLDA) approach and a null space method
to solve this problem. However, all the above methods are complex to calculate the projection basis vectors due to the image
matrix to vector transformation. Recently, Ye et al. [18] proposed a two-dimensional FLDA (2D-FLDA) scheme for feature
extraction. 2D-FLDA evaluates directly the within-class scatter matrix from the image matrix without image to vector trans-
formation, and hence dilutes the singular problem of within-class scatter matrix.

Feature extraction using FLDA and PCA depends heavily on the estimation of the scatter matrices of training samples. In
many applications, such as law enforcement, drive license, passport identification, each person has only one training sample.
Under this condition, the within-class scatter matrix is zero and the FLDA-based algorithms fail, while the PCA-based algo-
rithms have low recognition accuracy. Due to its significance to real-world applications, this challenging problem has rapidly
emerged as an active research sub-area in face recognition, and many ad hoc techniques have been developed [19–26]. Wang
et al. [19] presented a method to solve this problem by incorporating prior information of the within-class scatter from other
subjects based on the assumption that human being exhibits similar intra-class variation. For that purpose, a generic training
set with multiple samples per person is collected. Wu et al. [20] developed a (PC)2A approach. It linearly combines the first-
order projection images and the original images to form new images, to which the Eigenface method is applied. Xie et al. [21]
proposed to use Gabor filtered images and doubly nonlinear mapping to construct new face images and then use kernel PCA
for training. Chen et al. [22] used the first- and second-order projection images and the original images to estimate sample
covariance matrix. Zhanget et al. [23] proposed to perturb singular values of the images to augment training samples. These
methods have better recognition accuracy than the standard Eigenface algorithm under single training image per person.
However, the recognition accuracy is not good when FLDA is performed on the new training images. For FLDA, Chen et al.
[24] divided the whole pattern into a set of non-overlapping sub-patterns to construct a new training sub-set and then eval-
uated the within-class scatter matrices and between-class matrices from these sub-patterns. Since this method needs to di-
vide the test image into a set of non-overlapping sub-patterns, it will cost much time in classification.

In this paper, we present a singular value decomposition (SVD) based FLDA approach to solve the single training sample
per person problem. We decompose the image into several basis images by using SVD. Most of the energy of an image con-
centrates on the several basis images associated with the large singular values and those basis images contribute a lot to the
general appearance of the image. The other low-energy basis images, therefore, are the difference between the original im-
age and the high-energy basis images. They are the edge-like components of the image and can reflect the variations of the
same class images because the within-class variances emphasize more on the edge areas of the face images. Based on this
observation, we partition the SVD of the image into two parts, the smooth general appearance part and the difference part.
The later is used to approximately evaluate the within-class scatter matrix and the former is included in the calculation of
between-class scatter matrix. Then 2D-FLDA is used to extract the discriminant features for recognition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the procedure of 2D-FLDA. Section 3 describes the
proposed algorithm in detail. Section 4 performs extensive experiments on the well-known ORL, Yale, UMIST and FERET face
databases. Section 5 concludes the paper.
2. Two-dimensional FLDA

FLDA is a popular feature extraction and discriminant approach to face recognition. It aims to find a set of projection vec-
tors that separate the different classes as far as possible while compressing the same class as compact as possible. However,
it is difficult to calculate accurately the generalized eigenvalues of within-class and between-class scatter matrices. Ye et al.
[19] proposed 2D-FLDA, which directly estimates the scatter matrices from 2D images and uses the fisher discriminant cri-
terion to compute the optimal projection vectors.

The 2D-FLDA can be briefly formulated as follows. Given K training samples Ak 2 Rm�n (k = 1,2,. . .,K) from C classes. The ith
class Ci includes Ki samples and

PC
i¼1Ki ¼ K . Denote by A the mean image of all samples and by Ai the mean image of the ith

class Ci. 2D-FLDA attempts to seek for a set of optimal discriminating vectors wj (j = 1,. . .,d) to construct a transform matrix
W = [w1w2, . . .wd] by maximizing the following criterion
J Wð Þ ¼
tr WTSbW
� �

tr WTSwW
� � ; ð1Þ
where superscript ‘‘T” denotes matrix transpose, tr denotes the trace of a matrix, Sb is the between-class matrix
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Sb ¼
XC

i¼1

Ki

K
Ai � A
� �T

ðAi � AÞ ð2Þ
and Sw is the within-class scatter matrix
Sw ¼
1
C

XK

k¼1

X
Ak2Ci

1
Ki
ðAk � AiÞTðAk � AiÞ: ð3Þ
The maximization of Eq. (1) is equivalent to solve the generalized eigenvalue problem: SbW = KSwW, where K is a diagonal
matrix with eigenvalues on the main diagonal.

After obtaining W, we can extract d discriminant features for any input image by projecting it onto W. As the number of
discriminating vectors, d is at most min(C�1, n). Though FLDA has been widely used in face recognition, it cannot be used
when each class has only one training image because this leads to a zero-matrix of Sw in the denominator of Eq. (1). In
the following section, we will propose an approach to address this issue.

3. SVD-based FLDA with single training image per person

As well-known, it is the within-class scatter matrix Sw that makes the FLDA unstable when each class has only one train-
ing sample. So it is a key problem to approximately evaluate Sw for each class in using FLDA.

In this section, we propose a SVD-based solution to this problem. By using SVD, we decompose the image into two com-
plementary parts: the first part is constructed by the SVD basis images associated with the several largest singular values,
and the second part is constructed by the other low-energy basis images. The first part preserves most of the energy of an
image and reflects the general appearance of the image. The second part is the difference between the original image and the
first part and it can reflect, to some extent, the variations of the same class images. We use the second part to evaluate the
within-class scatter matrix, while including the first part in the calculation of between-class scatter matrix. 2D-FLDA can
then be used in the case of single training image per-class.

3.1. Image decomposition by using SVD

Given a face image A 2 Rm�n and suppose m P n, we have the following expression according to SVD [27]:
A ¼
Xn

i¼1

ri � ui � vT
i ; ð4Þ
where ui and vi are the ith column of U 2 Rm�m and V 2 Rn�n, respectively. U and V are composed of the eigenvectors of AAT

and ATA, respectively. ri is the singular values of image A and we let ri P r2 P � � �P rn.
Eq. (4) can be explained as that A is composed of a set of basis images Fi ¼ ri � ui � vT

i , i = 1,. . ., n. Most of the energy of A
concentrates on the several basis images Fi with large singular values ri. Fig. 1 shows the percentage of energy of each basis
image to the total image energy by averaging 100 face images. We can see that most of the energy of ri can be preserved by
using 3–5 the most significant basis images Fi.
Fig. 1. The energy distribution of SVD basis images.



Fig. 2. (a) Original image; (b)–(f) are the constructed images by using 1–5 most significant SVD basis images.
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Fig. 2 shows the original image and the reconstructed images by using 1–5 the most significant SVD basis images, i.e.bA ¼Pk
i¼1ri � ui � vT

i , k = 1, 2, . . .,5, respectively. It is readily seen that the reconstructed images approach to the original image
with increasing the number of basis images. If the number is bigger than 4, the difference between the reconstructed image
and the original image is very small. As we can see in Fig. 2, the most significant SVD basis images reflect the general appear-
ance of the face image.

Fig. 3 shows the original image and the difference image n ¼ A� bA, where bA ¼P3
i¼1ri � ui � vT

i . In other words, n is con-
structed by using the remaining non-significant SVD basis images: n ¼

Pn
i¼4ri � ui � vT

i . It can be observed that image n reflects
the edges, where the variations most probably occur, in the face image. In Fig. 4, we illustrate two samples of the same sub-
ject and their difference image. It is seen that the variations, as we expected, occur at the positions around the edges. This
gives rise to an idea: we can use the image n to approximately evaluate the within-class scatter matrix, which cannot be
directly calculated in the case of single training sample per-class.

3.2. Feature extraction and classification

Based on the observations and discussions in Section 3.1, from the original dataset that has only one training sample for
each class, we can construct a new training set which includes two sample images for each class: one is the original image A
and another one is the constructed image bA ¼P3

i¼1ri � ui � vT
i by using the three most significant SVD basis images. We use A

and bA to evaluate the between-class scatter matrix, and use n ¼ A� bA to calculate the within-class scatter matrix. Then the
Fisher discriminant criterion can be used for face identification.

Given C classes and that each class has only one sample Ak 2 Rm�n (k = 1,. . .,C). Suppose m P n and denote by Uk 2 Rm�m

and Vk 2 Rn�n the matrices that are composed of the eigenvectors of AkAT
k and AT

kAk, respectively. The constructed image bAk by
using the three most significant SVD basis images is
bAk ¼
X3

i¼1

rk
i � uk

i � ðvk
i Þ

T
; ð5Þ
where uk
j and vk

j are the jth column of Uk and Vk, respectively, rk
i is the ith singular value of image matrix Ak and we let

rk
1 P rk

2 P � � �P rk
n.

After obtaining bAk, we have a new training set H ¼ Ak 2 Rm�n; bAk 2 Rm�n k ¼ 1;2; . . . ;Cj
n o

. With H, it is readily to calculate
the within-class scatter matrix Sw and between-class scatter matrix Sb in 2D-FLDA as
Fig. 3. (a) Original image; (b) the constructed images by using the non-significant SVD basis images.



Fig. 4. (a) and (b) are two original images and (c) is the their difference.
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Sw ¼
1
C

XC

k¼1

Ak � Ak

� �T
Ak � Ak

� �
þ bAk

��
�Ak

�T bAk � Ak

� �i
; ð6Þ

Sb ¼
1
C

XC

k¼1

Ak � A
� �T

Ak � A
� �

; ð7Þ
where A denotes the global mean image and Ak denotes the mean of the kth class
Ak ¼ 1
2 Ak þ bAk

� �
A ¼ 1

2C

PC
k¼1

Ak þ bAk

� �
8>><
>>: : ð8Þ
With (8), we can easily get that (6) is actually
Sw ¼
1

2C

XC

k¼1

nT
knk; ð9Þ
where nk ¼ Ak � bAk.
The optimal projection matrix W on dataset H is composed of the eigenvectors of (Sw)�1 Sb. Having obtained W, we can

extract the discriminant features Zk from Ak by
Zk ¼ Ak �W; k ¼ 1; . . . ;C: ð10Þ
Given a test image A*, we first project it onto W to get the discriminant feature Z*, then select the nearest neighbor clas-
sifier to identify A*. Here, the distance between Z* and Zk is
D Z�; Zkð Þ ¼
Xd

l¼1

z�l � zk
l

�� ��
2; k ¼ 1; . . . ; C; ð11Þ
where z�l and zk
l are the lth column of Z* and Zk, respectively. If
D Z�; Zp
� �

¼ arg min
k

D Z�; Zkð Þ
� 	

; ð12Þ
then the test face image A* is identified belonging to the pth class.

4. Experimental results

In the experiments, we evaluate the performance of the proposed method using four well-known face databases: Yale
[28], FERET [29], ORL [30] and UMIST [31]. The Yale database is used to evaluate the performance of the proposed method
under expression and illumination variations; the FERET database is used to test the performance under expression varia-
tions; the ORL database is used to test the performance under size and rotation variations; and the UMIST database is se-
lected to evaluate the performance under pose variations.

The Yale database contains images from 15 individuals, each providing 11 different samples. The images have variations
in lighting conditions (left-light, center-light, right-light), facial expressions (normal, happy, sad, sleepy, surprised, and
wink), and occlusion (with/without glasses). In this database, preprocessing to locate the faces was applied. Original images
Fig. 5. Some images for one subject in the Yale database.
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were normalized (in scale and orientation) such that the two eyes were aligned at the same position. The facial area was then
cropped for matching. The size of each cropped image is 32 � 32. Fig. 5 shows some cropped images of one subject.

The FERET face database consists of 3280 gray-level frontal view face images from 1010 persons. In the experiment, we
selected 400 images from 200 persons for testing. Each person has two images (fa and fb) which are obtained at different
times and with different facial expressions. All the images are manually cropped to the size of 40 � 40.

The ORL database contains samples from 40 individuals, each providing 10 different images. For some subjects, the
images were taken at different times. The facial expressions (open or closed eyes, smiling or non-smiling) and occlusion
(glasses or no glasses) also vary. The images were taken with a tolerance for tilting and rotation up to 20�. There is also some
variation in the scale of up to 10%. All images are grayscale and normalized to a resolution of 112 � 92 pixels. Fig. 6 shows
five sample images of one person in the ORL database.

The UMIST database was built by the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology. It is a multi-view
database, consisting of 575 images from 20 people, each covering a wide range of poses from profile to frontal views. In
the experiment, 19 poses per person were selected to form a new sub-database of 380 images. The image size is
112 � 92. Fig. 7 shows some images of one person.

In the experiments on Yale, ORL and UMIST databases, the first image of each subject was selected for training with the
remaining images for testing. In the FERET fafb database, we used fa images for training and fb images for testing. Three
methods, which were proposed to solve the single training sample per person problem, are used for comparison. The first
method is the projection approach [22]; the second is the singular value perturbation approach [23]; and the third is to di-
vide an image into several non-overlap blocks [24]. In all the four schemes, 2D-FLDA is used to extract the discriminant fea-
tures and the nearest classifier is used to classify the input image. All the parameters in the three comparison algorithms are
set as the same as those in [22,23] and [24], respectively.

Fig. 8 plots the recognition accuracies by different schemes under the different number of projection vectors on the four
databases. Since [24] is a block based scheme, its associated number of projection vectors is usually small. Table 1 lists the
top recognition accuracy of the four methods. On Yale database, the top recognition accuracy is 18.67% for the first method,
23.33% for the second method, 32.00% for the third method, and 34.67% for the proposed method. On fafb database, the top
recognition accuracies are 83.00%, 86.50%, 89.50% and 90.50% for the four methods, respectively. On ORL database, the top
recognition accuracies are 44.17%, 46.39%, 70.83% and 75.556% for the four methods, respectively. On UMIST database, the
top recognition accuracies are 18.61%, 52.5%, 57.22%, and 61.39%, respectively. It can be seen that the proposed method
achieves higher recognition accuracy than the other three methods. Comparing with [22] and [23], the proposed method im-
proves more than 10% in recognition accuracy except for the FERET fafb database. This is because these two methods were
designed for improving recognition accuracy of PCA-based algorithms. The proposed method improves about 5% in recogni-
tion accuracy than the method in [24], which was designed for FLDA.

4.1. Discussions

In the previous development of the proposed scheme, SVD is used to evaluate the difference image n. Actually, other tools,
such as discrete cosine transform (DCT) and wavelet transform, can also be used for this purpose. Here we present some
experimental results by using DCT as the image decomposition tool in the proposed method. In experiments, we threshold
the DCT coefficients to construct the smooth general apparent part bA and the difference image is n ¼ A� bA. The threshold is
set as 2, 3, 2 and 2 for the Yale, FERET, ORL and UMIST databases, respectively. Table 2 lists the top recognition accuracies on
Fig. 6. Some images of one subject in the ORL database.

Fig. 7. Some images of one subject in the UMIST database.
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the four databases with the same training samples and testing images as Section 4.1. It can be seen that by using DCT as the
image decomposition tool, the recognition results are very similar to those by using SVD.

The proposed idea can also be used in LPP [32] when each object has one training sample. By using SVD, we divide the
image into two parts bA and n and then apply LPP to them. Usually, PCA is first used to reduce dimensionality of image space
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Fig. 8. Curves of recognition accuracies by different methods. (a) Yale database; (b) fafb database; (c) ORL database; (d) UMIST database.

Table 1
The top recognition accuracies of the four methods on the four databases

Database Method in [22] (%) Method in [23] (%) Method in [24] (%) Proposed method (%)

Yale 18.67 23.33 32.00 34.67
FERET fafb 83.00 86.50 89.50 90.50
ORL 44.17 46.39 70.83 75.56
UMIST 18.61 52.50 57.22 61.39

Table 2
The top recognition accuracies of the proposed method by using SVD and DCT

Database Yale (%) FERET fafb (%) ORL (%) UMIST (%)

SVD 34.67 90.50 75.56 61.39
DCT 36.67 91.00 76.39 59.44



Table 3
The top recognition accuracies by applying the proposed method to LPP

PCA ration 0.85 0.9 0.95

LPP (%) LPP + SVD (%) LPP (%) LPP + SVD (%) LPP LPP + SVD (%)

Yale 24.00 30.00 30.67 32.67 31.33 35.33
FERET fafb 85.00 87.00 84.00 89.00 85.00 85.50
ORL 66.11 70.83 68.06 68.61 70.00 68.06
UMIST 51.11 60.28 60.56 55.28 54.72 65.56
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before applying LPP. In experiments, we use PCA ration to decide how many energy has been reserved. Table 3 lists the top
recognition accuracies of original LPP method and the proposed ‘‘SVD + LPP” method. The training and testing images are the
same as those in Section 4.1. We see that in most cases the recognition accuracy of LPP can be improved by using the pro-
posed scheme. However, it needs further investigation about how to better apply the proposed idea in this paper to LPP and
other local embedding methods.

5. Conclusion

This paper presented a simple but efficient method to solve the problem of single training image per person when using
Fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA). By using singular value decomposition (SVD), we divided the face image A into
two complementary parts: the smooth general appearance part bA and the difference part n ¼ A� bA. The first part bA was used
in the calculation of between-class scatter matrix and n was used to evaluate the within-class scatter matrix, which cannot
be directly calculated in the case of single training sample per-class. Experimental results verify that the proposed method is
not only feasible but also achieves better recognition performance.
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